Therapeutic indications

vita-life® V-System

Wellness for body and mind,
soul and senses

The vita-life® V-System can be used for example to
I encourage relaxation and relieve the effects of stress
I stimulate the receptiveness of the senses
I activate all the body’s functions through a stimulating
experience
I promote health and boost overall performance and
energy levels
I enhance the general sense of well-being

People have known for a long time that body and mind, soul
and senses, are one. So a true definition of wellness must
include all these dimensions of the individual. Only when
they are all in harmony with each other do we truly feel good
in our skin.

Duration of one session: 16 minutes

More and more people are adopting this holistic approach to
wellness. The vita-life® V-System is an innovative product that
creates a completely new kind of experience.

Certification
Certified in accordance with international guidelines
(IECEE-CE).

vita-life® V-System

An experience that does you good
Simply lie back on the elegantly designed, ergonomic couch
and select the programme you want. Feel the gentle vibrations
massage and relax your body. Coloured light and relaxing
sounds immerse you in a world where well-being is paramount. In just a few minutes you’ll be transported far away
from the noise and stress of everyday life. You’ll feel how the
coloured light, sound, vibration and magnetic field combine
to create a relaxing and revitalising effect on body and mind.
When you stand up again after a 16-minute session you’ll feel
wonderfully relaxed and incredibly refreshed. All your senses
have just experienced total well-being.

Fit and active with vita-life®
vita-life® is your specialist for holistic preventative health care
and wellness. vita-life® develops high-quality, technologically
advanced and long-life products that bring nature and technology into perfect harmony. vita-life® has been the world market
leader since 1995 in the field of magnetic resonance stimulation
for medical practices and domestic use.

VIBRATION

vita-life® V-System
vita-life® – creating vitality

It’s an experience that many people can no longer do without.
For them, using the vita-life® V-System has become a routine
that helps them find calm and relaxation, deal with the stresses
of everyday life and make a lasting difference to their health.
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Vitality

in four dimensions

COLOURED LIGHT

SOUND
AND
MUSIC

Soothing sounds, vibrant colour spectra, calming vibrations
and an invigorating magnetic field combine to create a deeply
relaxing and yet revitalising effect that you can really feel after
just a few seconds on the vita-life® V-System.
The vita-life® V-System combines decades of experience in
wellness and healthcare, ancient wisdom from natural medicine
and the latest technology to create a unique and beneficial
experience for all the senses.

vita-life® V-System

Well-being in four dimensions
MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
STIMULATION

Bringing order to body and soul
The core of every vita-life® V-System is magnetic resonance
stimulation. A magnetic field is generated in the couch to both
relax and stimulate the body, stimulate the circulation and promote long-term health.
Magnetic resonance stimulation is the foundation for the other
elements of the vita-life® V-System to deliver their own healing
and relaxing effects.
It makes the vita-life® V-System much more than just a wellness
application: it’s a complete system designed to promote longterm health.

VIBRATION

The vita-life® V-System is a completely new experience for
body, mind, soul and senses. Four highly effective elements
combine to produce immediately perceptible effects: wellness
in four dimensions, well-being for all the senses.

COLOURED LIGHT

Relaxing the mind
The beneficial effects of colour and light on body and mind
have been known for a long time. The vita-life® V-System
generates a complex, slowly changing landscape of coloured
light. Choose from different programmes depending on your
needs, then lie back and enjoy the visual treat of the different
visual effects unfolding before your eyes. The different colour
spectra have different effects on the body and mind, helping
to create a sense of holistic well-being.

SOUND
AND
MUSIC

Soothing the body

Stimulating the senses

Gentle vibrations in the couch set the rhythm for the whole
body, encouraging relaxation, calm and well-being. The vibrations are emitted at barely audible yet detectable frequencies
that are optimally adapted to the human body by specially
developed sound technology. The vibrations from the
vita-life® V-System have the same effect as a good massage,
soothing and relaxing the body from second to second.

Music composed specially for the vita-life® V-System, designed
to deliver the maximum psychoacoustic effect, creates a sound
world that can be stimulating or soothing depending on your
needs. The user can choose from a wide range of musical
styles, all optimised to provide the maximum benefit. Five
high-quality loudspeakers and actuators ensure an unequalled
sound experience. An intense interplay of coloured light and
sound immerses all the senses in a world of well-being.

